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SSES 
A large class of continuous parameter jump decision processes is considered. Pontryagin’s 
Maximum Principle is used to derive a necessary condition for optimality. An optimal strategy may 
frequently be obtained explicitly. 
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optimal control Pontryagin Maximum Principle 
1. Introduction 
The principle of dynamic programming has been widely applied to discrete-time 
Markov processes by Howard [ 111, Blackwell [2], Ross [ 151 and others, A consider- 
able literature is now developing aimed at demonstrating that appropriate analogues 
of Bellman’s principle of optimality yield necessary and sufficient conditions for th? 
optimal control of certain classes of diffusion processes and continuous-time Markov 
2nd non-Markovian processes. Important contributions include those from Fleming 
C6], Stone [ 171, Vermes [18], Rishel [14] and Pliska [13]. 
However, Bather [l] has indicated that explicit solutions of the optimality 
equations have usually only been found for special processes. The aim of this paper is 
to consider a class of controlled jump processes for which optimal policies may 
frequently be obtained explicitly. They have been called decomposable processes 
because characteristically the expected total cost breaks down into a sum of the costs 
incurred under each action. For such processes the necessary condition for optimalitj 
derived from the application of Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle has a particularly 
simple form. 
This class of controlled processes is described in Section 2. In Section 3 a necessary 
condition for a psolicy to be optimal is derived. An example is given in Section 4 of 
how this necessary condition may be used ta obtain an optimal policy expIicitly. 
Some examples drawn from queuing theory, research plannina and stochastic 
scheduling are discussed in Section 5. 
This paper is an extension of (and a correction to) some earlier work by G31az+ 
brook [ 101 who discussed the problem of finding optimal policies for a subclass of the 
class of processes considered here. 
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2. Probleru formulation 
In this section our aim is to present a class of controlled jump processes whose 
structure is such as to give rise to a simple necessary condition for optimahty. We 
shall allow these processes to have a more complex stochastic structure in certain 
respects than the controlled jump processes discussed by Rishel[14] and Pliska [13], 
though many of their results have analogues applicable here. This complex structure 
consists in allowing the probabilities governing the evolution of the process to 
depend upon the history of the process in various ways. 
Doshi [5] introduced the notion of a generalized semi-Markov decision process as 
an extension of the notion of a semi-Markov decision proc;;zss to include processes in 
which the state varies between jumps according to a Markovian mechanism. 
Formally, the processes discussed here are generalized semi-Markov decision pro- 
cesses with both continucus and lump costs. The reader should refer to Doshi [4,5] 
for an account cf the mathematics of such processes. 
We now formally describe the elements of a decomposable jump decision process. 
This description will include an example to help the reader solidify the notation. 
2.1. The process has state space S x (R’)A where S is countable. The state of the 
process at time t is 
z(t) =bd& y&h y&h * - 0 t yA(f)b=iX(f), y(t)) 
where x(t) E 2:” y,> (t) E R’, 1 G d s A. Informally, x(t) is the state of a jump process 
and y,(t) is R ~~~rlmary of the history of usage of an action a. 
2.2. At each ,v/rne t E [0, a) a control u(t) is applied to the process where 
x(tj =i*u(t)d2, 
fli being a non-empty compact, convex subset of the set 
O= u;06uu,G1,1<aaAand ; u,,=l c (R+)A. 
a=1 
(1) 
Informally, u,(t) measures the rate at which an action a is allocated to the process at 
time t. i2i is the set of admissible controls when the jump process is in state i. 
2.3. A policy v is a (non-randomised) rule for choosing admissible controls. The 
control which policy v chooses when th.e process is in state z at time t is rr(t, t). 
Under T the state of the process at time t is written 
z”(t) =(x”(t), yT(t), yF(t), s l ’ , Y::w~~{~"(t), y”(t)). 
We shall abbreviate the notation T{zQ(t), t} to s-(t) and shall assume that 7r( m ) is 
always Bore1 measurable. 
follows: 
G--O, 
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K n = L2, . . .} of random variables is defined inductively as 
6: = inf(s; s > [,“-I and xrr(s) # x”(trzl)}, n 3 1. 
6:: is the time of the nth jump of the process (x*(b), t E [V, a)}. 
2.5. For t E (tFdl, 6:) 
Ylxt)=Yx’l)+ ’ I nh(s) ds. (2) G-l 
Informally, y: (t) is a measure of the amount of time for which an action a has been 
taken up to time t under policy V; it will sometimes be referred to as the total 
allocation of a at time; t. We will usually either have that 
YXKr+~--- YX3 (3) 
or 
yxi+: = 0, (4) 
depending upon the jump made in {x”(t), t E [O, 00)) at time 4:. The examples will 
make it clear when (3) or (4) is appropriate, 
Henceforth the superscript T will be dropped from the notation x*(t), y=(t) and 
z”(t) when the meaning is clear. Note that from (2) 
)ia(t) = nh (0, t E G-m, ET), n 2 1, (5) 
and hence from (1) 
*tl )iaO) = 1, t f CL, 53, n 2 1. (6) 
2.6. For each i, j and a such that i, j E S, i # j, and 1 G a 2~ A there is a bounded and 
continuously differentiable function 
@j/i, a, - ):(R’)A+R+ 
such that 
P{x(~~)=i,r::~tfx((5nrrt1)=i}= 
Informally, O( j 1 i, a, y ) is the transition rate from state i to state i when an aetio 
taken and when the vector of total allocations is y. See [Id), p. 495) for an analogous, 
though simpler, formulation. 
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2.7. When the current state is z and the current control is U, costs are incurred at rate 
c(z, u), sometimes written c(x, y, u). Further if the process {x(t), c E [O, 00)) jumps 
from x(6-) to x(8’) at time 6 when ~(6-1 is the vector of total allocations and ~(6~) is 
the current control, a lump cost d{x(t-), r(& y(t-), ~(6~)) is incurred. We shall 
assume that c(i, - , * ) for fixed i and d(i, i, - , - ) for fixed i, 1 are continuously 
differentiatie. Our economic criterion will be that of discounted costs with fixed 
discount rate (Y > 0. Define 
[I 
co 
V,,(z)=E e-“‘c{z(t), n(t)} dt 
0 
+ni, e-“*Q{x(S‘3, x&Y+), ~(453, d~~-)~lz(O) = z]. 
V,,(z) is the total expected .iscounted cost using policy R and starting in state z. The 
optimal discounted cost is defined by 
V,(z) = inf { V,(z)}. 
77 
A polic Ay rr is called optimal if V, = V,,. 
Example 1 (Stochastic scheduling). A job-shop consists of one machine and a set 
(132, a. , A} of jobs to be processed on it. The processing time P, for job a is a 
positive random variable with continuously differentiable density function fa( . ), 
processing times for different jobs being independent. If under policy ?T for serving 
the jobs, job a is completed at time F,(V) (flow time) acost-C, discounted at rate cy is 
incurred. The objective is to find those policies which minimise the total expected 
cost 
We use the above formulation to model this problem as a jump decision process in 
the following way: 
(a) The state of the process at time t is 
z(t) I= {x(t), yl(t), Y2(f), - . . , yA(t)) 
where x(t) is the set of uncompleted jobs at time t and ye(t) is the amount of 
processing which job a has received by time t. 
(b) At each. time t E [0, 00) a control u(t) is applied to the process where 
x(t)==Jc{l,2,. . . ,A}*u(t)d.2,, 
where 
O,a&J, OsUaG1,aEJ,and : u,=l J #0. 
0=l 
By convention we take 0, L= 0112 . I.... A}. 
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Informally, u,(t) is the rate at which the machine is applied to job a. We have that 
$baWl= u,(t), tfz(O,m), l<aGA. 
Note that, since when our jump process enters 0 it remains there and since it incurs 
no costs while in 0, specifying 00 is a purely formal requirement. 
(c) The time of the nth jump under policy n; ez, is the time of the nth job 
completion, 1 c n < A. 
(d) 
To conform with Section 2.6 we need to further assume that the hazard rate functions 
pa are all bounded. 
(e) Only lump costs are incurred. In the notation of Section 2.7, d(J, J -{b), 
Y, 4” -cb for al! .& b EJ, y and w. 
This problem has now been modelled by means of a jump decision process of the 
kind described in Sections 2.1 to 2.7. We shall return to this example, and to some 
generalizations of it, later. We now complete this description of the class of 
controlled processes of interest by introducing the concept of decomposability. 
2.8. Denote by B{S x (R’)A} the set of bounded (measurable) real-valued functions 
with domain S x (a’)” and by C{S x (R”)A) the subset of such functions w which are 
such that w(i, 0 ) is continuously differentiable for each fixed i E S. If w E 
B{S x (R’)A}, we define 
which from (6) may be written 
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where z = {i, y (0)). The expressions within the outermost brackets in (8) and (9) give 
the total expected cost incurred up to time er by the jump decision process under 
policy w described in Sections 2.1 to 2.7 when it starts from initial state z. Kn 
addrtional ump cost w{z@~+))) is deemed to be incurred at time 5‘:. 
sfinition 1. The jump decision process described in Sections 2.1 to 2.7 is (w, z)- 
decomposable if and only if there exist continuously differentiable functions 
h, : (R+)A -4 R, 1 c u L A, such that 
[I 
=A 
raw(z) = inf Ce -“‘hJ y (f)Irr,(t) dt 1 (10) 77(*)Ef2i 0 o=l 
whe.re z = (i, y(O)} and y( * ) is continuous satisfying (5) (and hence (6)) everywhere. 
Definition 2. The jump decision process described in Sections 2.1 to 2.7 is decom- 
posable if and only if it is (w, z)-decomposable Ww E C(S x ( +)“}, Vz E S x (R+)A. 
These definitions may at first sight seem rather arbitrary. However, note the 
following: 
(1) The condition expressed by (10) corresponds, roughly speaking, to an 
assumption that an expected total cost breaks down into a sum of costs, each 
summand being the expected cost incurred by the process under one particular 
action. Many problems of interest have this structure, see Section 5. 
(2) The problem of finding a policy which attains the infimum in (IO) may be 
approached via Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle. As will be demonstrated in Section 
3, the assumption of decomposability means that the application of the Maximum 
Principle yields a relatively simple condition which any policy attaining the infimum 
in (10) must satisfy. Finding such a policy in turn facilitates the computation of T’,w. 
(3) Computing the function ‘Paw is an important step in a value iteration approach 
to the problem of finding an optimal policy for our jump decision process. The 
following three results should make this clear. 
Lemma 1. For decomposable jump decision processes, T, : B{S X (R’JA}+ 
B(S x (R’)A) is a contwction mapbing. 
The proof is via an argument similar to one used by Ross [lS, p. 1271 to establish 
the corresponding result for a class of discrete-time decision processes. 
Lemma 2. For decomposable jump decision processes, T, V’ = V, E B{S x (W’)“}. 
Again the proof is a modified version of one due to Ross [ 15, pp. 121-122-J. Pliska 
[13, p. 2781 establishes the equivalent result for his controlled jump processes by 
appealing to a similar result for a transient case. 
Corollary 1 is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2 and the contraction 
mapping fixed point theorem. 
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Corolhy 1. For decomposable jump decision processes, 
(i) T,w = wandwEB(Sx( +)AI * w = v,, 
(ii) for any w E B(S X ( +)“}, lim,,, TZw = V,. 
As indicated above, these three results furnish us with a value iteration approach 
to finding optimal policies. The material in the next section substantiates the claim 
made in (2) above, namely that the assumption of decomposability eases the problem 
of finding policies which attain the infimum in (lo), and hence the problem of the 
computation of Tpw. 
3. A necessary condition for optimality 
Formally the problem of finding a policy which attains the infimum in (10) is one in 
deterministic optimal control and so Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle may be 
applied to it. For a detailed justification of the Principle as it applies to this case, see 
[7, ch. 21. 
Firstly we introduce an augmented total allocation vector 




Yo(4 = C e3za{ y(t)}ra(t) Jr. 
0 a=1 
The equations describing the evolution of the augmented total allocation vector are 
job) = 2, e-“s~u~y(sh(d, ja(s)=?r,,(s), 1sasA 
where (11) 
9(O) = (0, Y (W. 
The solution of (11) for a given control v is called the response to ?r. Before 
proceeding further, note that since (5) and (6) hold everywhere we may write 
t = ?, YC30-~~l Y,(O). 112) 
Xn the light of (12) we could eliminate t as an explicit variable in what follows. I have 
not followed this course in the interests of keeping the formulae simple. 
An adjoint response q is defined to be a solution of 
riob) = 0, 
rids) = -rl0(s) (b;* C e -“‘[~{y(s)}-ahs(y(s)}]*~(s)), 1 u s.4 (l3) 
a 
where the form of (13) is due to (12). 
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The Wamiltonian H(~I(s), f(s), P(S)} is defined by 
Wrl(s), y^(s), W(S)) = ; %Wo(S). 
a=0 
(14) 
Pontryagin’s Principle states that if R+ is an optimal control with augmented 
response y^* there is a non-trivial adjoint response q* such that 
In addition n*( - ) may be chosen to satisfy the transversality conditions 
dw=--1, qz(c~)=O, 1sasA. (16) 
Conditions (16) may bz deduced from the transversality conditions for the free 
terminal point problem given by Fleming and Rishel[7, ch. 2, sect. 111. 
Theorem 1 gives an expression for the Hamiltonian appropriate for our contrirl 
problem. 
Theorem 1. 
H{~(s), f(s), T(S))= f wa(s) Irn ? e-“‘H,b{y(t)h(t) dk sdO,@ 
a=1 s b=l 
where 





which, from the assumption that (5) holds everywhere and from (12) is equal to 
-(Y e-Q’ha{y(t))+ f ewrrr aha 
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Using this relation in (18) we obtain that 
tl=(s)=e-“‘k.~y(s)}+~~~~~ [~{y(t)i-~{y(f)}-nh.{y(f)} 
.s 
+ &W)+L#) d6 l<aSA. 
It now follows from (11) and (14) that, since q. = -1, 
(19) 
W?(s), y”(s), v(s)) = - 2 
Q=l 
e-“‘h.Iy(s)}?r,(s)+~~~ V&MS), 
which, together with (19) gives the form of the Hamiltonian asserted in the statement 
of the theorem. 
Theorem 1 together with (15) now furnish us with a necessary condition for 
optimality. Note that when 0, the set of admissible controls for state i, is 0 given by 
(l), then we have the following: 
Corollary 2. If T* attains the infimum in (10) and has (non-augmented) 
allocation vector y”( - ) and ifL& = 0, then 
(ib 
I 




7~: (s) > 0 =3 C ednr&,{ y *(t)$& (t) dl = 0 for s E [0, m)l 
S b=l 
except perhaps on a set of measure zero. 
total 
Corollary 2 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and Pontryagin’s principle 
as given in (15). 
The following section contains an example frSom research planning demonstrating 
how these results may be used to find optimal policies for decomposable jump 
decision processes. 
4. Example 2; alternative research projects 
Glazebrook [8,9] introduced the general term ‘alternative research projects’ to 
denote a collection of research projects which could be thought of as ‘alternative 
possible routes to the same destination or research objective’ and cited the ~~arn~~e 
of new-product chemical research. We now consider a collection of two alternative 
research projects. Research effort is allocated between these projects untii just one 
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oE them is successful. If this success occurs in project a a reward K, is earned, or 
equivalently a cost -K, is incurred. No further costs accrue. The problem is how to 
allocate research effort between the project’s in order to minimise the total expected 
cost incurred. 
We formulate this problem as a decomposable jump process as follows: 
(a) S contains two points {i, c) ( = {incomplete, complete}). 
(b) A=2. 
(c) Ri=~=={II;O~z~1,U*~1andul+uz=1}c-(R’)2. 
(d) The transition rate functions are given by 
OkIi,~,Y)=Pa(Y*), 0(iIc,u,y)=O, a=l,2 
‘The functions pn, u = 1,2, are assumed to be decreasing and continuously differen- 
tiable. 
(e) Only lump costs are incurred: 
All other l~osts are zero. 
Informally we have that x(t) E i if and only if neither project has been successful at 
time t and x(t) E c otherwise. From (d), once the process {.x(f), t E [0, 00)) enters c it 
stays there. am corresponds to the proportion of research effort made available to 
project a at time t under policy R. .The lump costs described in (e) are what is 
appropriate if a lump cost -K, is incurred when a jump out of state i occurs under 
action u ; -K1 and -K2 are weighted by the conditional probabilities that completion 
occurs in projects 1 and 2 respectively. We shall assume that the initial state is given 
by z(O) = 14 y&V, y2KN 
This problem is considerably simplified by the fact that V, (c, . , . ) = 0 from which 
it follows that an optimal strategy may be computed by direct appeal to Lemma 2 
wi.thout recourse to value iteration. From Lemma 2 and (9) we have that 
( s 00 KAYdO), y2(W= inf - Ir(.)ElZi 0 e-“’ a;1 KAY&)M~) 
X exp [ -[O’a?l &yn(+a(s) ds] dt) 
(20) 
The integrand may be expressed in the form required in (10) by taking 





O(Y)=exp -El 0 roa(u)du . 1 
Hence we can use the results from Section 3 to obtain a necessary condition for 
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optimality. From (17) and (21) we have that 
ffl2(Y) =~{~lPl(Yl)-~2Pz(Y2)}o(Y), 
ff21(y)= +h2(Y), Hll(Y)=~22(Y)=0. 
Theorem 2. There is an optimal policy ?I* for our decomposable jump decision process 
(i.e. a w* attaining the infimum in (20)) with. response y” SUCJI that for t E [0, 0~) 
(1) ~*pl{Yr(t)}>K2P2{Y~(f))~ do) = 1, 
(2) KzPz{Yz*(t)}>~:lpl{YT(t)}3?rz*(t)= 1, 
(3) KP1{ Y T 0)) = K2P2{ Y 2* WI 3 
_---_ 
yll 
IFig. 1. Two optimal trajectories [y*(r), r E [0, co)] are shown for two different initial states. 
Proof. In Fig. 1, the areas A and C and the curve B are defined by 
A={Y;K~(Y)>OL B={y;H&y)=O}, c-~Y;~12(Y)w* 
It is not difficult to show that along .B, dy2/dY1. ~>(1. We have sketched the case with 
(0,O) E A, i.e. K1p1(0) > K&O), though clearly this need not be the case. Note that it 
must be borne in mind throughout he proof that an optimal policy remains optimal if 
it is changed on a set of measure zero. 
The proof is in five parts. 
(i) y*(t)EA *vT(t)>O. 
Proof of (i). We shall assume that (i) is false and obtain a contradiction,, We assume 
that &8*>0 are such that y*(t)gA, &(s)=O, tcs<t+$ and IrT(s)>O, t+Ss 
s < t+S*. From Corollary 2(ii) if aoLS*>S 0 
I 
co 
e-"'H12[ y*(s)]& (s) ds = 0. 
I+6 
(22) 
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Clearly this also holds if S* = 6 = 00. 
Evidently, from Fig. 1, 
yoga, v;(s)=O, t~sst+66’y*(s)~A, r<s<t+S. 
Hence it must follow that 
J 
t+6 
e-““HJ y*(s)]& (s) ds > 0. 
I 
(23) 
From (22) and (23) we have that 
J 
00 
e-*“Hiz[ y*(s)]& (s) ds > 0 
t 
which contradicts Corollary 2(i). Hence (i) is established. 
(ii) y*(t) E C * 7$(t) > 0. 
The proof is similar to the proof of (i). 
(iii) yoga ==Svr?(t)= 1. 
Proof of (iii,). Evidenily y*(t) c A implies the existence of S > 0 such that y*(s) E A, 




e-““Hiz[ y*(o)]& (u) dv = 0, t s s < t + S. 
s 
Differentiating with respect to s (and neglecting sets of measure zero) 
e-“‘H11[y*(s)]7r~(s)=0, tSs<t+S. 
It follows that ~2 (s) = 0, i G s < t + 8. We have proved (iii) and hence part (1) of the 
theorem. 
<iv) y*(t) E C * 7rz (t) = 1. 
The proof is similar to the proof of (iii) and establishes part (2) of the theorem. 
t:v) If y*(r) E B, then V*(S), t < s < 00 is chosen such that y*(s) E B, t us < m. 
Proof of (v). We shall assume that (v) is false and obtain a contradiction. Suppose for 
example that y*(t) E B and y*(r + 6) E A for some S > 0. It is clear geometrically that 
there must exist a subset T of [t, t + S] of positive measure such that 
SE T+,~*(s)EA and 
which contradicts (iii). Supposing that y*(t + 6) E C for some 8 > 0 leads to a similar 
contradiction and (v) follows. Note that (v) and (3) in the statement of the theorem 
are equivalent. Hence Theorem 2 is established. 
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To illustrate Theorem 2 two optimal trajectories from two different initial states 
are shown in Fig. 1. 
Theorem 1 together with Corollary 2 may be used to obtain generalizations of 
Theorem 2 to any number of competing projects and arbitrary choice of functions pa. 
Note also that the proof of Theorem 2 is a typical, though simple, example of the way 
in which optimal policies for decomposabre jump decision processes may be deduced 
from the results in Section 3. 
5. Further examples 
In this section we give some further examples of decomposable jump decision 
processes which arice in practice. 
Example 1 continued (Stochastic scheduling). If we assume in Example 1 that the 
initial state is z(0) = {J, y(O)), where J is the (non-empty) set of incomplete tasks at 
time 0, then for any w E C{S x (R’)A}, S being the set of all subsets of (1,2, . . . , A}, 
we have 
T,w{Z(oj}= inf -‘%a{~a(~h(~k- Ca + w[J-{a), yWl1 d-kf& 
(24) 
X exp [ -.Fb=~,p.{y.(~)}?r,(s)ds] dl). 
From (24) it follows that this jump decision process is decomposable and hence the 
results of Sections 2 and 3 apply. 
Note however, that the problem modelled in Exa.mple 1 is a single machine 
problem. Optimal policies for this problem are well-known, see for example [12,16]. 
Our formulation, though, enables us to model a wide range of stochastic scheduling 
probllems easily by choosing the sets & appropriately. For example Glazebrook 
[S] models the problem with m machines instead of one by taking 
ii?,= ~;~~=O,a&J;O~u,ann I -‘,aEJ,and i ua=l , a=1 I (259 
when IJI 3 m. Note that & in (25) is a non.-empty compact convex subset of R in (I.), 
as required by our formulation. Note that IJI < m corresponds to the situation when 
there are fewer jobs left than machines. In this situation clearly all jobs will be 
processed, leaving some machines idle. Glazebrook [8] derives some optimal 
policies for such multi-server stochastic sche:duling problems using appropriate 
versions of the results presented here. He also indicates that appropriate choices of 
&, J E S, can model problems incorporating a precedence relation on the job set, 
stoch,astic versions of flow-shop scheduling problems and a wide range of other 
interesting examples. 
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Em@e 3 (M/G/l queue). Consider the following variant of a problem set by Ross 
[15, p, 1671. An M/G/l queuing system is such that the server is either on or off. 
Costs are incurred at a rate C1 when the server is on and C2 when he is off. There is 
also a holding cost rate of h per customer. The server may switch from off to on or 
from on to off at any time. We wish to find an optimal policy for controlling this 
queuing system. 
Let the state of the system at time t be z(t) = {n(t), yi(t)} where n(f) is the number 
of customers in the system at time t (including the one being served) and yl(t) is the 
amount of service received by the customer in service at time t. Further, A is the rate 
of the process of arrivals and p( l ) the continuously differentiable completion rate 
function for jobs in service with the server on. If action 1 denotes ‘customer on’ and 




T,w{z(O)) = inf C e-“’ ([Cl +hn(@+Aw{n(@+ 1, y&)1 
rr(.)f0”(0, 0 a=1 
[ I 
t 
xexp -At- o Pi ds 1 I dt 
yarhere 
Using (12) in (26) it is clear that T,w has the appropriate form and that our jump 
c::lecision process is decomposable. (Note that the case with n (0) = 0 is trivial.) Hence 
tthe process is susceptible of analysis by means of the result5 in Sections 2 and 3. 
Note also that, as with Example 1, this queuing problem can be elaborated in many 
ways while still retaining decomposability. For example we may introduce several 
classes of customers, make modifications to the arrival process and so on. 
1xsmple 4 (Research planning). Continuing in the vein of Example 2, a wide range 
obf research planning and investment problems may be model.led by decomposable 
jump decision processes. In particuiar, considerqble elaboration of the research 
pl’anning problems of Nash [12] and the investment problems of Deshmukh and 
Chikte [3] are possible. 
The author is gr;ateful to a referee for indicating a mistake in an earlier version of 
‘Theorem 1. 
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